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1 IntrOductiOn 
If we consider, together, time t and the physics phenomenon (x, y, z) in the 
following way (ct, x,y, z) = (xo xl,x2 x3) = x, we are able to handle both 
the time and the the phenomenon geometrically. This space is referred to as 
the space-time, where c denotes the speed of light. By the general theory of 
relativity, space-time depends on material. The metric is given b. y 
33 (1) ds2 = ~ ~ 9ik(x) dx dxk 
i=0 k=0 
where gik(x), i, k = O, 1, 2,3 is a metric tensor which depends on x, and this 
shows the nature of the gravity place. The metric tensor gik(x) is governed 
by the E,instein equation. 
Simultaneity space-time is given by 
(2) goa = 9ao = O, a l, 2, 3 
It is known that the optional gravity place can be changed into the simul-
taneity space-time. 
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When gik(x) is known, we considered the motion of the macroscopic fluid. 
Though it was stated first, we may suppose gik(x) to satisfy (2). The velocity 
of the fluid particle v' is repersented as, 
axl ax2 ax3 (3) v' = t(vl v2 v3) = t( ~t ' at ' at )' 
the mass-energy density of the fluid as p, and the speed of sound as a. The 
motion of a macroscopic fluid in the simultaneity space-time is governed by 









f~ _ f (W) = f2' ~ ??
( *' MIP M2 pv 
M2 900Pvlf 
-M2 pvlfv. + a2p6ry ' 
?
vlf 9pryvp 6nf = t(6lry'62lf'631')' 7 1,2,3, =~ , p=1 3 3 v = tv*V* = ~ ~ 9apvavp * = t(Vl'v2,v3) y 
M1:= c4goo ~ 
a2 y
c2(c2goo + y) 
a=1 p=1 
a2 + c2 
, M2 = c2goo + y 
so that S(p, v') doesn't contain the differential term of p and v. Thus, it can 
be changed to S = S(w) by the implicit function theorem. ?
Putting Ary(w) = r , 7 = l, 2, 3, system (4) can then be written as aw 
(6) aw + ~ Ary(w) = S(w, x,t) aw at axry ry=1 
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It is well known that this system can be transformed to a symrnetric hy-
perbolic system to which the Friedrichs-Lax-Kato existence theory of lo-
cal smooth solutions is applicable, see, for example, Majda [2]. Ao(w) and 
Ary(w) = Ao(w)Anr(w),If = 1, 2, 3, exists when the following conditions are 
s atisfied 
7 (i) ~0(w) and Alf(w), are all real symmetric and smooth w. 
(ii) Ao(w) is positive definite. 
A scalar function n = v(w) is called an entropy function to (6) if there exist 
scalar functions, qry(w), 7 = 1, 2, 3, satisfying 
(8) D~n(w)D~fry(w) D~qry(w) 
Here and in the sequal, D~h is taken as a row vector in case h is a scalar 
function and is the Jacobi matrix case h is a vector valued function. 
According to Godunov [5] ,(see also Kawashima-Shizuta [6]), if a strictly 
convex entropy function exists, then the transformation 
(9) w -~ u = D~n(w) 
is well-defined and reduces the system (4) to a syrDmetric hyperbolic system 
of the form au 3 au -(10) Ao(u) at + ~ A~ry(u) - S(u, x,t), axlf 
whose coefiicients 
(ll) Ao(u) u =( v' )~ ' {~ =~~u = D w D2n 1 Alf(u) D flf D fl'D w 
satisty the condition (7). 
The space-time whose Metric tensor is given as 
(12) 900 = -911 = -922 = -933 = l,gik = O (i ~ k) 
and is referred to as the Minkowski space-time. The existence of entropy 
function with in Minkowski spac(~time is known by Makino-Ukai [1]. In this 
paper, the existence of entropy function in simultaneity space-time could be 
shown. The main result is given in the following, 
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Theorem I System (4) has an entropy pair (n,qry),~ = 1,2,3, and thus we 
can make the symmetrizer Ao(w) when condition (7) is satisfied. 
2 ExiStence Of entrOpy functlOn 
Makino-Ukai [1] assumed that entropy pair (~, qry) is of the Minkowski space-
time form of 
n = H(p,y) , qry = Q(p,y)vnf, If = 1, 2,3. (13) 
When I considered the entropy pair as the simulated space-time, the above 
form also resulted. Remembering that z = (p,v) can be solved in the way of 
system (4), then it can be understood that, 
(14) 
(15) D.fry = 
M3 
D~z = M5 v 
?
900 M2 vnf 
M2v*vry + a26n! 
-M6 
M4 tv* 
*t * v v +M7G* ?
900M2p6ry - M8p tv*vl! 
?





c2 (c2goo ~ y) 2c2goo M3 c4goo + a2y ' M4 = c4goo + a2y' 
c2(c2goo + y) 20(c2goo + y) M5 c4goo + a2y ' M6 c4goo + a2y ' 
M7 c2goo + y , M8 2goo(a2 + c2) 
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This and (22) then yield ' 
c2goo + y pQp + c2goo + y (26) Q, pUp = - (a2 + c2)goo c2goo 
or putting q(p, y) = (c2goo + y)Q(p, y), 
c2goopUp = (1 - e)q - pqp. (27) 
Since the left hand side is a function of p only, q must be the form 
q(p, y) = pl-a[9(p) + h(y)], (28) 
where g and h are arbitrary functions. Substituting (28) into (25) or 
pqp - q = -2e(c2goo + y)qy, (29) 
we get, with a constant Ko, 
(30) pgl(p) - eg(p) = e{h(y) - 2(c2goo + y)hl(y)} = -OKo' 
Kj's being arbitrary constants. Now, substitution of (30) into (28) and then 
into (27) yields 
U=-c2goo 
Thus we get 
?
(32) n = H(p,y) = I pl-9 + K2 p + K3, V~~~~~ :r~ c2 goo c2goo + y 
and K2 Q(p, y) c2goo + yP + ~2~~r~ 
3 SymmetrizatiOn 
The change of variable, w -~ u is given by 
(34) u = D~n(w) 
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and Ao(u) becomes 
(35) Ao(u) = (D~2vy(w))~1 
System (4) is changed by arrarging the equation with the right side containing 
no differential terms of u, 
Ao(u)ut + Ak(u)u.k = S(u, x,t) 
k=1 
Thus, we can cornpute 
(37) D~z = 
900(a2 + c2) 
a2Kl V~~I~~; P 1+6 
(a2 + c2)2 
a2K1~~~~~:F~P 1+0 t 
(a2 + c2)2 
a2Kl V~~~~~ P l+6 v* 
v* 





Ao(u) = Dwu =: M9 Mlo tv* ) 
Mrov* Mnv* v* + M12G* ' 
M9  900(a2 + c2)2(3a2y - c4goo)pl+e 
a2c2K1(c2goo + y)~ ' 
MIO = 
(a2 + c2)2(c4~oo ~ a2y + 2a2c2goo)pl+6 
Mll = 
a2c2K1 (c2goo + y)~ 
(a2 + c2)2(3a2 + c2)pl+0 
?
a2K1(c2goo + y)~ 
M12 := ~ 
(a2 + c2)pl+6 
Kl ~ ~~~~ I~l~ ' 
?
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If K1 < O, then Ao(u) bebomes a positive definite. 
is done, it is understood easily that it becomes 
(39) 
When the sam calculation 
Alf(u) - M14 tv.vry + M15 t6lf M13vry 
~ Ml4v*vry + M156ry Ml6v* tv*vlf + Ml7V ' 
V 6ry tv* + v* t6lf + G*vlf, 
M13 = (a2 + c2)2goo(~2a2c2goo ~ c4god + a2y)pl+6 
a2c2K1 (c2goo + y)~ 
(a2 + c2)2goo(3a2 + c2)pl+0 (a2 + c2)2goopl+e M14= M15=~ K1~~~~~~F~ ' ?a2K1(c2goo + y)~ 
_ (a2 + c2)2pl+a(3a~ + c2) (a2 + c2)2pl+e M16 = M17 = K1~~~!F~' ?a2K1 (c2goo + y)~ 
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